1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Obesity is an escalating global epidemic with considerable personal and societal consequences. In 2014, the World Health Organization estimated that more than 1.9 billion adults (or 39% of the world population aged 18 years and over) are overweight and among those over 600 million are obese [@bib1]. As a major risk factor for a range of chronic diseases including diabetes, cardiovascular diseases and certain cancers, overweight, and obesity have been attributed to cause 3.4 million deaths in 2010 [@bib2]. Obesity also imposes substantial economic impacts. In addition to a ∼40% higher per capita medical spending than individuals with a healthy body weight [@bib3], obesity also incurs indirect costs due to reduced workforce productivity, e.g. unable to work at full capacity, absent from work or premature mortality [@bib4]. In the United States, it has been estimated that the national cost of obesity-related absenteeism ranges from \$3 billion to \$6 billion annually [@bib5]. Despite the effort to create a supportive environment for healthy lifestyle and implementing aggressive interventions, there have been no indication for any declining trend to lessen the obesity epidemic [@bib6].

Obesity, as a disease of excessive fat deposition, is essentially a consequence of chronic energy imbalance with energy intake consistently exceeding expenditure, which then leads to the storage of surplus energy in the white adipose tissue. While the solution to obesity appears to be as simple as reducing calorie intake (e.g. avoid energy-dense food) and increasing energy expenditure (e.g. increase physical activity), the failure of decades of public health initiatives to remove the "obesogenic" environmental factors clearly indicates that obesity is a problem far more complex than the prevailing wisdom of "low willpower". Indeed, we are yet to fully understand the sophisticated interactions between genetics, physiology, and cognitive behavior that regulate energy homeostasis. One of the greatest challenges in obesity research is to accurately measure energy intake and expenditure, as well as the related behaviors. Such measurement tools would allow for identification of causal associations between energy homeostasis and health outcomes, inform on the mechanisms by which energy metabolism is regulated, and accurately define how energy balance changes in response to interventions. In this article, we provide an in-depth review of the methodologies used to measure energy intake and expenditure in humans, with the aim of providing researchers with a comprehensive guide to conduct obesity research of the highest possible quality.

2. A brief overview on energy homeostasis {#sec2}
=========================================

2.1. Energy balance {#sec2.1}
-------------------

Energy balance is the difference between energy intake and energy expenditure. Energy equilibrium, i.e., zero energy balance, is reached when metabolizable energy consumption matches perfectly with the amount of energy spent. A non-zero energy balance, on the other hand, must implicate an equal change in the energy content of the body in the form of changes in the weight of some body constituent [@bib7] which subsequently alters energy expenditure. In the case of a positive energy balance, basal metabolic rate increases with weight gain because of the growth of lean mass to support the expended fat depots, and, conversely, a decrease in basal metabolic rate when a negative energy balance triggers a reduction in body mass. Assuming energy intake remains unchanged after the initial intervention, one might expect that energy expenditure will eventually match energy intake and body weight will be stabilized at a new set-point.

In reality, however, when there is persistent deviation from energy equilibrium, changes in energy expenditure is no longer predictable on the basis of metabolic mass. Our CALERIE study [@bib8], among many others [@bib9], [@bib10], has shown that weight loss is associated with a reduction in 24-h energy expenditure up to 15% lower than what is predicted after adjustment for changes in body composition, whereas the opposite is observed in overfeeding [@bib9], [@bib11]. A recent study on morbidly obese individuals reported a lower resting metabolic rate immediately following intensive diet and exercise interventions, which continued to decline (from −275 to −499 kcal/d) at 6 years post-intervention despite significant regain of both lean and fat mass [@bib12]. These data clearly suggest a disproportionate change in energy expenditure not only during, but also well beyond, the dynamic phase of weight change, a phenomenon known as metabolic adaptation or adaptive thermogenesis. The relationship between energy balance and metabolic adaptation is illustrated in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

Besides the changes in energy expenditure related to the changes in fat-free and fat mass, another obvious factor for changes in 24-h energy expenditure is of course an altered energy cost of physical activity given a different body mass. Variations in food intake also modify the amount of energy spent on nutrient processing and assimilation (thermic effect of food; see Section [2.3](#sec2.3){ref-type="sec"} below). It is perhaps somewhat intriguing that basal metabolic rate also has been shown to be disproportionally regulated relative to metabolic mass [@bib13], [@bib14]. Some hypothesize a change in the fat-free mass composition. While this is supported by data from Bosy-Westphal and colleagues [@bib15] that demonstrated a small and yet significant greater loss of organ mass with high metabolic activity (e.g. heart, liver and kidneys) as compared to the total loss of fat-free mass following weight reduction. In recent years, there is emerging evidence for a link between mitochondrial dynamics, nutrient availability, and energy expenditure, which implicates some form of cellular bioenergetics adaptation. Mitochondria in cells under starvation have been shown to increase the ratio of ATP produced per unit of nutrient consumption, whereas those in nutrient excess increase energy waste in the form of heat via mitochondrial proton leak (for details refer to a recent review by Liesa and Shirihai [@bib16]). In other words, we adapt to changes in energy supply and demand by adjusting our capacity and/or efficiency of ATP synthesis. Prolonged changes in mitochondrial dynamics (e.g. chronic positive energy balance in obesity), however, may lead to mitochondrial dysfunction characteristic of metabolic diseases [@bib17], [@bib18].

2.2. Food intake {#sec2.2}
----------------

The regulation of food intake is primarily a feedback system that responds to both physiological (internal) and environmental (external) signals. These signals act directly on the brain or alter secretions from other organs, influencing ingestive behavior from meal size to diet selection, and impacting daily energy consumption. The majority of physiological signals come from organs that are involved in the acquisition and storage of nutrients (such as liver, adipose and skeletal muscle tissues), which inform on nutrient availability. Modulation of food intake occurs even before feeding begins. Sensory cues (taste, smell, texture and sight) and the thought or discussion of food are cephalic signals that trigger physiological response in preparation for a meal, which include increasing salivation and the secretion of gastric acid, orexigenic hormones, and insulin [@bib19], [@bib20]. Upon ingestion, gastric distension stimulates the vagal mechanosensitive fibers that contribute to postprandial satiety [@bib21]. The direct contact of nutrients with the gastrointestinal tract also stimulates the secretion of satiation hormones, mainly cholecystokinin, peptide YY, glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP), and glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1). Collectively these hormones activate the proopiomelanocortin/cocaine-and amphetamine-related transcript (POMC/CART) neurons in the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus and the brainstem--vagus complex to suppress food intake (for details refer to reviews by Lancha et al. [@bib22] and Scott et al. [@bib23]). On the contrary, ghrelin is the only gastrointestinal hormone that has an orexigenic effect. Ghrelin is considered as one of the main hunger signals, as variations in its circulating level, which increases during fasting and peaks before meals, precedes the sensation of hunger, and parallels meal initiation patterns [@bib24]. Once released, ghrelin stimulates the hypothalamus (via multiple pathways including neuropeptide Y (NPY)/agouti-related peptide (AgRP) secretion, AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) and mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling) and the vagus nerve to promote food intake [@bib25]. In addition to direct communications with the brain, some gut hormones also modulate feeding behavior by interacting with other organs that regulate energy homeostasis. Known as the incretin effect, food ingestion increases the circulating levels of GLP-1 and GIP, which then bind to specific G protein-coupled receptors in the pancreatic β-cells and stimulate insulin biosynthesis and secretion. This is an integral mechanism to amplify the glucose signal and has been estimated to be responsible for up to 70% of postprandial insulin secretion [@bib26].

While instant feedback from the gastrointestinal tract controls food intake during feeding, hormones that inform on the overall nutritional status act as signals to regulate longer-term ingestive behavior. Post-absorptive regulation of ingestive behavior is primarily driven by changes in circulating level of glucose. The pancreas acutely secretes insulin in response to the rise in blood glucose following a meal [@bib27]. Activation of the insulin signaling cascade phosphorylates the transcription factor FOXO, which subsequently leads to POMC transcription in the hypothalamic arcuate nucleus and an anorectic effect [@bib28]. The hypothalamus also contains glucose-sensing neurons that directly contribute to meal-related regulation of feeding [@bib29].

The status of energy stores in the white adipose tissue provides signals for the longer-term level of food intake control to achieve long-term energy balance. Leptin, secreted primarily from the adipocytes, is a well-characterized "adiposity signal" to the brain, as its circulating concentration is positively correlated with fat mass [@bib30]. Leptin functions via mechanisms similar to those of insulin; binding to the respective receptor activates downstream signaling pathways that converge at the level of phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K) and triggers the POMC/CART neurons to stimulate the sensation of satiety [@bib28]. In the case of chronic energy surplus, the expanded fat mass produces more leptin that is supposed to negatively impact on food intake to restore energy balance, although resistance to leptin appears to disrupt this defensive mechanism [@bib31]. Starvation, on the other hand, triggers a fall in leptin level that precedes fat loss, and this temporary disassociation between adiposity and leptin production has been proposed as an important mechanism to efficiently compensate for the energy deficit to defend a set-point for adiposity [@bib32].

Ingestive behavior is also shaped by external factors that are not directly involved in energy homeostasis but have more to do with preferences and eating patterns. Irrespective of physiological needs, the food *per se* determines whether or not and how much we decide to eat. Sweet and high-fat foods have a strong sensory appeal, which likely originates from our evolutionary preference for a concentrated source of energy [@bib33]. Sweetness and fat content also provide aroma, flavor, and texture that are major contributors to food palatability. A review by Sorensen and colleagues [@bib34] concludes that energy intake always increases with palatability, although whether palatability impacts subjective appetite sensations remains largely debatable. Another important factor that comes into play in the context of palatability is sensory perception, which is known to be altered by numerous factors, most notably age [@bib35]. Other meal-associated factors, including portion size [@bib36] and food variety [@bib37], are also known to alter energy intake. Finally, psychological and socio-cultural events also interact with physiological processes to determine food choices and consumption [@bib38], [@bib39].

2.3. Energy expenditure {#sec2.3}
-----------------------

In humans, about 90% of energy ingested is metabolizable energy, with the rest being lost in the feces, urine, or leaving the body via the skin [@bib40]. Total daily energy expenditure (TDEE) is comprised of three components: resting (or basal) metabolic rate (RMR), the thermic effect of food (TEF; also known as diet-induced thermogenesis), and activity energy expenditure ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). RMR refers to the energy required to sustain the biochemical systems of the body at complete rest and accounts for ∼70% of TDEE in sedentary individuals [@bib41]. RMR can be further divided into energy expenditure during sleep (sleep metabolic rate; SMR) and that to maintain wakefulness without physical activity, with the latter contributing ∼5% of RMR with slight variations across race, sex, and obesity [@bib42], [@bib43], [@bib44]. RMR or SMR is often used interchangeably to reflect energy expenditure independent of physical activity and TEF. Fat-free mass is by far the strongest determinant of RMR and accounts for ∼70% of its variance, with fat mass, sex, age, and familial traits being some of the remaining significant contributors to RMR [@bib45], [@bib46].

Energy cost of physical activity is the most variable component of TDEE, which accounts for energy consumed in muscular work during spontaneous and voluntary exercise. It has been estimated that activity energy expenditure ranges from ∼15% in very sedentary individuals to up to 50% in highly active individuals [@bib47]. Spontaneous physical activity (SPA) primarily refers to fidgeting, posture maintenance, non-specific ambulatory behavior (e.g. pacing), and activities of daily living [@bib48]. In 24-h whole-room respiratory chamber studies, subjects spent 4--17% of their time on SPA, and this accounted for 100--700 kcal/d [@bib49]. Physical activity level, both spontaneous and voluntary, is determined by genetic traits, age, sex, and complex interactions between biochemical, physiological, and brain reward pathways, as well as response to environmental stimuli (for details refer to a comprehensive review by Garland and colleagues [@bib48]). The actual energy cost of physical activity is then be a function of the activity level and the energetic efficiency with which these activities are performed [@bib47].

TEF refers to the energy expenditure that relates to food consumption, i.e., energy required to digest, absorb, assimilate, and store nutrients, and thus is dependent on the amount and the type of nutrients consumed. TEF has been reported as 5--10%, 0--3% and 20--30% of the energy content of carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins respectively [@bib50] and in the case of energy balance on a Western diet accounts for ∼10% of TDEE [@bib51]. Aging, physical activity, obesity, and insulin resistance have all been reported to impact on TEF independent of food consumption with the sympathetic nervous system as the possible mechanistic link, but it has also been suggested otherwise [@bib51], [@bib52], [@bib53]. Some questioned the physiological relevance of TEF in positive energy balance as part of the etiology of obesity, as the reduction in TEF during weight gain, if any, would be compensated by the increase in RMR associated with the greater fat and fat-free mass [@bib50], [@bib54].

Temperature, both inside and outside the body, is a key determinant of energy expenditure. About two-thirds of RMR contributes to heat production to maintain a constant core body temperature of 37 °C in humans, and it has been estimated that every 1 °C increase in core temperature is associated with 10--13% increase in metabolic rate [@bib55]. The tight regulation of core temperature within a range of ∼0.2 °C, however, makes it unlikely to play a major role in altering RMR and thus overall energy balance [@bib56]. Along this notion, we reported a small and yet significant reduction in core temperature during sleep in Pima Indians but similar metabolic rate as compared to weight and body composition-matched Caucasians [@bib56]. Ambient temperature, on the other hand, has been increasingly appreciated as a potential avenue to modulate energy expenditure. When mammals are exposed to temperatures outside their thermoneutral zone (a range of ambient temperatures within which basal metabolism is sufficient to maintain body temperature), thermoregulation mechanisms kick in to defend the body temperature set-point, and, subsequently, metabolic rate will increase [@bib57].

In recent years non-shivering thermogenesis in brown adipose tissue (BAT) via mitochondrial uncoupling has been implicated as a key therapeutic target to increase energy expenditure. Transient cold challenges induce acute increase in endogenous heat production, but extended periods of cold exposure will lead to a sustained higher metabolic rate with reports of increased energy expenditure ranging from 2 to 17% including elevations in both SMR and TEF [@bib57], [@bib58], [@bib59]. It has been proposed that the amount of BAT that one possesses is a genetically predisposed phenotype, but there is also evidence for cold acclimation to increase both the quantity and activity of BAT [@bib60], [@bib61], [@bib62]. There is also the recent discovery of the beige (or brite) adipocytes in the subcutaneous white adipose tissue that express high levels of UCP-1 and have thermogenic capacity similar to that of the classic brown adipocytes [@bib63], [@bib64]. Importantly, in addition to cold exposure, exercise training and long-term peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ agonist treatment have also been shown to induce the "browning" of white adipose tissue [@bib65] that appear to be more feasible options to increase thermogenesis as a treatment for obesity.

3. Methodologies to assess energy intake and appetite-related parameters {#sec3}
========================================================================

3.1. Food recall and food diary {#sec3.1}
-------------------------------

Energy intake measurement requires documenting food intake over a specified period of time. In 24-h food recall respondents are interviewed to recall what they consumed in the preceding day. The relative ease of administration makes it the choice of dietary assessment tool in nationwide nutrition surveys [@bib66], [@bib67]. The quality of data obtained depends considerably on the interviewers, who must be skillful in prompting respondents to recall their intake accurately [@bib68]. Structured interviews with pre-determined questions and checklists of commonly forgotten foods improve the consistency of the recall process across respondents, but they are labor-intensive procedures. Limited representability of single 24-h recall (e.g. day-to-day and seasonal variations) is another major disadvantage, which may be overcome by using the average of multiple recalls across a specific timeframe.

An alternative is to use food diary that requires respondents to write down everything they eat and drink over a period typically of 3--7 days. When completing a food diary, respondents are instructed to record at the time of eating to minimize misreporting, but this leads to significant participant burden. It is not uncommon for respondents to alter their diet during the recording period, e.g. to avoid complicated foods like mixed dishes [@bib69]. More problematic is under-reporting across all population groups, with energy intake derived from food diaries found to be 20--60% lower than that determined using doubly labeled water [@bib70]. Usually food diary data are verified during an interview during which researchers clarify any missing details.

Mis-quantifying food intake and laborious data analyses are key inherent limitations of 24-h food recall and food diary. Food weighing is the gold standard, but, for obvious practical reasons, food recall and diary mainly rely on estimation of portion size using standard units, household measures, food models, or images of food on standard plate, cup, and bowl, etc. However, even with training, the use of these measurement aids only leads to modest improvements in the accuracy of estimating food intake [@bib70], [@bib71]. Data analysis is another major challenge when using food recall and food diary. Because food intake is reported in a non-uniform format, the data will need to be entered manually. Limitations in food database also make it difficult to code food items for nutritional analyses.

Computer-assisted or internet-based 24-h food recall or food diary makes these methods feasible for large-scale nutritional studies. In these programs, respondents either report food intake to interviewers who enter the intake electronically, or they directly record their own intake on the computer if the program is self-administered. The data are entered by selecting the food consumed from the list provided, and then program prompts for estimation of portion sizes usually with the aid of food photographs or food models [@bib72]. The Automated Multiple-Pass Method (AMPM) developed by the US Department of Agriculture is the most well-established computer-assisted 24-h food recall available [@bib68] and has been used to collect two days of intake data from each participant of the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey since 2002. This system navigates the interviewers through the recall process who then enter the responses in the program that automates data formatting, coding, and analyses. AMPM was able to accurately estimate energy intake (underreported by \<3%) in individuals in the healthy BMI range when validated against doubly labeled water [@bib73], and the estimate was not significantly different from the observed intake in a smaller cohort under laboratory-controlled conditions irrespective of BMI [@bib74]. Fully automated data collection, processing, and analyses in self-administered food record further simplify the process, improves accessibility, and lowers the cost. A web-based self-administered version of the interviewer-assisted AMPM captured similar number of food items (∼80% of the actual consumption), and the estimated energy intake was not significantly different between the two methods [@bib75]. Intake data collected using web-based food record have also been shown to be comparable to those collected using handwritten food record analyzed by dieticians [@bib76] and perform reasonably well during validation against biomarkers [@bib77], [@bib78], [@bib79]. As such, web-based food record has gained popularity in recent years especially in epidemiological studies following improvements in user interface and food composition database [@bib80], [@bib81].

3.2. Image-assisted dietary assessment {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------

Recent advances in image-assisted assessment of dietary intake, i.e., use image or video as the primary record of food intake, is a significant step in improving self-reporting accuracy. Respondents are asked to capture images of foods before and after each eating episode with a visual reference marker in the images (for portion size estimation) and provide a description of the food either by text or voice recordings [@bib82], [@bib83], [@bib84]. Alternatively, respondents may use wearable cameras to capture point-of-view images during eating episodes [@bib85], [@bib86]. The major advantages here are that it allows objective estimation of portion size, minimizes systematic bias in self-reported intake, and thus provides more accurate estimation of energy consumption. The Remote Food Photography Method (RFPM) is arguably the most sophisticated image-assisted dietary assessment tool to date [@bib87]. In a small pilot study, Martin and colleagues [@bib88] showed that energy intake estimated using the RFPM was not significantly different from that using doubly labeled water in free-living conditions or weighed intake in a laboratory setting.

A key challenge in implementing image-assisted dietary assessment is data collection and analyses. Failure for respondents to capture images is not uncommon often due to forgetfulness, loss of imaging device, or equipment breakdown. In this case, a back-up method (e.g. food record) is used. To minimize missing data, prompts to smartphones to remind respondents to capture food images have been trialled. These prompts can be set at generic mealtimes or customized to individuals\' timing and frequency of meal consumption, with the latter shown to improve the accuracy of food intake [@bib88]. When it comes to data analyses, typically the food images are analyzed manually by researchers using a reference database, which is a labor-intensive process [@bib82]. RFPM incorporates semi-automated procedures to simplify data analyses. These include a computer software that corrects and standardizes food images, a smartphone-based application that automatically identifies foods using bar code scanning and Price Look Up codes, and imaging algorithms that automatically identifies foods and estimates portion size [@bib87], [@bib89]. Although at this stage a human operator is still required to oversee data management and the analysis process, these are important steps towards fully automated data analysis.

3.3. Food frequency questionnaire {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------

Food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) is a commonly used dietary assessment tool in epidemiological studies. It consists of a list of food items and respondents are required to report how frequently they consume these foods during a specific period of time. Some also ask for information on portion sizes, and these are known as semi-quantitative FFQs. FFQ is often the preferred tool to assess habitual dietary intake in large population-based cohorts for its consideration of seasonal intake variations, occasional food consumption, and its ease of administration and data analysis [@bib68]. While FFQ is better suited for ranking individuals (i.e., distinguishing population subgroups who differ with respect to intake), it has also been used to estimate absolute intake but is generally considered as less accurate. When validated against doubly labeled water, FFQ has been shown to underestimate energy intake by up to 36% [@bib90]. It has been argued that food frequency estimates over a long period of time are unlikely to be based on memory for dietary events but on people\'s mental image of their habitual diet, e.g. food likes and dislikes and concerns about dieting and health [@bib91]. Reporting food frequency, therefore, is more a measure of attitude rather than actual dietary behavior and thus is likely to be influenced by variables including age and gender [@bib91], [@bib92].

How the FFQ is designed and administered influence the response rate, completeness, and accuracy of the information collected and thus is a key factor that determines the quality of research data [@bib93]. FFQs may be adapted from existing questionnaires (e.g. the NCI/Block Health Habits and History Questionnaire [@bib94] and the Harvard Semiquantitative Food Frequency Questionnaire [@bib95]) or they can be developed from scratch using basic principles. Due to the enormous variability of the population\'s diet it is impossible to list all available food items on the FFQ. As such, it is common to design FFQs specifically for certain populations (e.g. Mediterranean) or population sub-groups (e.g. children) and are often further narrowed down to focus on certain nutrients or food groups depending on the purpose of the dietary assessment. According to a quantitative review by Molag and colleagues [@bib90], the average number of items on FFQs is 134 (range 44--350) and those with \>200 items perform better at ranking individuals than those with a short item list (≤100 items). Validation studies have shown that there is a rapid decrease in marginal gain in information as the complexity of FFQs increases [@bib96]. The level of accuracy of dietary data required, therefore, should be the key criterion to determine the number of foods listed in the FFQ [@bib96]. How the data is collected, e.g. via a postal questionnaire, phone interview, in-person interview, computer- or web-based, also influences data quality. Computer-readable forms eliminate data-entry errors; Prompts can be incorporated in computerized FFQs to correct incomplete or implausible data; correlation coefficients for repeatability between FFQs and reference measures are higher for interviewer-administered than self-administered FFQs [@bib68], [@bib96].

3.4. Observed intake in controlled environment {#sec3.4}
----------------------------------------------

Having respondents eat in a controlled environment (e.g. laboratory, hospital, and childcare) allows researchers to measure food intake more objectively and more accurately. The most common way to do so is to quantify "plate waste" i.e., participants are provided with a known amount of food to consume *ad libitum* and the food uneaten is measured [@bib97], [@bib98]. Alternatively the amount of food consumed may be visually estimated and recorded by trained personnel if weighing food remains is not possible [@bib99]. In addition to simply quantifying food intake, devices have also been developed to collect data on eating behavior. The "universal eating monitor" was one of the earliest devices of this kind ever documented in the literature. Invented in 1980 by Kissileff and colleagues [@bib100], the "universal eating monitor" was an electronic platform scale connected to a computer that measured meal duration and rate of food consumption in real-time. Nowadays, a combination of food weighing and video recording is commonly used to record food intake and eating behavior in a laboratory setting [@bib101], [@bib102].

The quality of food intake data collected in a tightly controlled environment, however, has been subjected to criticism as this may create less realistic food consumption. The fact that respondents know that their food intake is being monitored or measured is sufficient to alter their eating behavior. A meta-analysis by Robinson and colleagues [@bib103] showed that heightened awareness of being observed significantly reduced energy intake in a laboratory setting as compared to that in free-living conditions, which may be due to self-presentation motives (e.g. eat minimally to portray a positive image). Buffet-style meals used to measure spontaneous intake in the laboratory setting potentially create another source of deviation from the "real" intake, with food provided in excessive quantities promoting over-consumption [@bib98], [@bib101]. Buffet-style meals may initially produce a sense of novelty but repeated use on the same respondent over a short period of time can lead to boredom and lower energy intake [@bib97]. There are reports of disguising the measurement of food intake and eating behavior by blinding respondents to study aims, using cover stories, or concealing the measurement procedures, which may minimize awareness-related confounding factors of food consumption [@bib103].

3.5. Biomarkers of nutrient intake {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------

Some consider quantifying biomarkers as the most objective and unbiased way to assess the intake of particular diet components. The idea is to measure biochemical markers in specimens (e.g. plasma, urine and tissue biopsy) that have strong and independent relationship with the nutrients to be assessed that can indicate intake or the status of these nutrients [@bib104], [@bib105]. Biomarkers are commonly used to assess micronutrient intake as distinct metabolites can inform on consumption with high specificity [@bib105], [@bib106]. Biomarkers for energy intake are yet to be identified, but some can be used to assess intake of individual macronutrient. Twenty four hours urinary nitrogen has been validated to assess protein intake in individuals who are in nitrogen balance. Multiple collections are preferable to account for day-to-day variations, with eight days of 24-h urine collection reported to improve the correlation between daily nitrogen intake and output to 0.95 [@bib107]. Blood or tissue lipids are able to reflect dietary fat subtype intake [@bib108], and a combination of selected fatty acid in tissue specimens has been shown to differentiate total fat consumption [@bib109]. Biomarkers for carbohydrates are less common, but there are recent reports of using plasma alkylresorcinol and urinary sucrose and fructose as biomarkers for wholegrain [@bib110] and sugar [@bib111] consumption respectively. Stable isotope ratios have also been proposed as novel biomarkers for food intake as the stable isotope ratios of light elements (e.g. carbon, nitrogen and sulfur) vary naturally in food and these variations are captured in tissues minimally affected by endogenous processes [@bib112].

A major limitation of using biomarkers is that the respondent characteristics, e.g. age, body weight stability, pregnancy, diseases, genetics, and lifestyle factors (e.g. smoking), may affect the biological pool of nutrients and/or their metabolites and thus its ability to detect changes over time and across diverse populations [@bib104], [@bib113]. The nature of the research also limits the choice of biomarkers. Blood or urine samples are easy to obtain, but the relatively quick turnover of nutrients and/or their metabolites (usually ranges from hours to days) means that these samples are only useful for indicating short-term intake. In contrast, biomarker abundance in tissues (e.g. membrane phospholipid in adipose biopsy) is applicable in assessing long-term consumption patterns, although invasive sampling may limit its use in large-scale epidemiological studies.

Recent advances in metabolomics are expected to significantly improve the application of biomarkers in dietary assessment. Food metabolome, i.e., the sum of all metabolites that are derived from the digestion and biotransformation of food components [@bib114], enables the use of a combination of biomarkers to assess exposure to dietary components [@bib115], food groups [@bib116], [@bib117], or even dietary patterns with high specificity [@bib118], [@bib119]. More importantly, the largely unexploited food metabolome will also certainly lead to the discovery of novel biomarkers for dietary exposure and/or diet-disease relationships with a high level of detail and precision [@bib114]. While the complexity of metabolomics analyses makes it unlikely to replace more cost-effective dietary assessment tools, a more common use of biomarkers is to validate self-reported measures. For example, an increase in plasma carotenoids levels has often been used to validate high fruit and vegetables intake reported in FFQs and food diaries [@bib120], [@bib121]. Prentice and colleagues [@bib122] demonstrated the use of biomarkers from sub-groups within study cohorts to develop algorithms to calibrate self-reported dietary measures as an alternative for more objective measures at an acceptable cost.

3.6. Mathematical modeling and intake-balance method {#sec3.6}
----------------------------------------------------

Based on the energy balance principle, energy intake equals to the sum of energy expenditure and changes in energy stores in the body. Theoretically, energy intake, therefore, can be retrospectively calculated if measures of energy expenditure and storage are available. While the latter two can both be objectively quantified, this is arguably the most unbiased way to assess energy intake. When participants maintained energy balance (i.e., energy intake = energy out), Seale and Rumpler [@bib123] showed that the energy intake estimated by doubly labeled water differed from metabolizable energy intake by only 0.3%, whereas the difference between metabolizable energy consumption and intake from self-reported diet record was 22%.

Mathematical modeling to assess energy intake is particularly useful in obesity research when weight change (and thus energy store) usually occurs over extended periods of time and corresponding long-term tracking is impractical. Our laboratory successfully validated the intake-balance method in controlled overfeeding studies in which the calculated energy intake differed from the actual intake by 0.8% and 4% in institutionalized and free-living participants respectively with changes in body composition assessed using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry and energy expenditure using either whole-room indirect calorimetry and doubly labeled water [@bib124]. While the labor- and cost-intensive processes of measuring body composition and energy expenditure limit the practicality of the intake-balance method, similar mathematical models have been developed to calculate changes in energy intake based on demographics and repeated body weight measurements [@bib125], [@bib126]. This provides an inexpensive and simple alternative to obtain energy intake data during weight management interventions, although baseline indirect calorimetry or doubly labeled water would still be required to determine the absolute time-course energy intake.

It should be noted that assumptions are involved in various stages of mathematical modeling of energy intake, e.g. coefficients for energy content of tissues and the energy cost of tissue synthesis [@bib124], body composition dynamics [@bib126], individual biological variations, and physical activity energy expenditure [@bib125], that limit the precision of model-calculated energy intake. While mathematically derived energy intake measures are unlikely to become mainstream in dietary assessment, developing user-friendly platforms to use these models [@bib127] is an alternate way to benefit obesity research by providing ongoing feedback and thus improving adherence to dietary protocols.

3.7. Appetite measurement {#sec3.7}
-------------------------

Originally developed to assess pain, visual analogue scales (VAS) is the most widely used questionnaire to assess subjective ratings of appetitive sensations. VAS typically consists of a series of questions about motivation to eat and gastrointestinal repletion (e.g. how hungry do you feel?) and below each question there is a 100 mm straight line with the two extreme responses at the ends (e.g. not at all hungry/as hungry as I have ever felt) [@bib128]. Respondents place a mark on the line to indicate their sensations, and, usually, they are required to complete the VAS at regular time intervals throughout the study. The area-under-curves of the time-course plots are then used to quantify appetite ratings [@bib129]. Traditionally VAS is administered using pen and paper, but manual measurement and data recording are time-consuming and error-prone and thus are commonly replaced by electronic appetite rating systems that fully automate data collection and analyses [@bib129], [@bib130], [@bib131].

A major shortfall of VAS is the validity and reproducibility of subjective appetite ratings. Appetite has a physiological basis but is also strongly influenced by cognitive and environmental factors including the surroundings, habitual meal times, sensory stimulation, familiarity, and availability of food [@bib128], [@bib132], [@bib133]. Circulating levels of gut peptides, e.g. ghrelin, cholecystokinin and GLP-1, often are assessed concurrently as objective biomarkers of appetite although their secretions are also known to be modified by cognitive and sensory influences [@bib128], albeit to a lesser extent. Further, the relationships between gut peptides and appetite regulation are not always straightforward, and, therefore, they are unlikely to replace subjective appetitive ratings, but they remain critical to inform on mechanisms by which nutrients or dietary factors impact on food intake [@bib134].

4. Methodologies to assess energy expenditure {#sec4}
=============================================

4.1. Self-reporting and direct observation {#sec4.1}
------------------------------------------

Interest in measuring energy expenditure (primarily physical activity level) arose in the early 20th century with the aim of improving productivity and worker efficiency [@bib135]. Subjective reports, including diary records and questionnaires, were commonly used to seek information on the type, frequency, duration, and intensity of physical activity [@bib136], [@bib137]. Before measurements of physiological responses were possible, objective measures of energy expenditure were limited to direct observation of physical activity patterns or analysis of film records [@bib135].

4.2. Direct calorimetry {#sec4.2}
-----------------------

Direct calorimetry is based on the first law of thermodynamics and the assumptions of thermal stability and low energy storage capacity, that energy spent in all physiological processes is ultimately dissipated as heat and thus total energy expenditure can be assessed by directly measuring heat production [@bib138]. Direct calorimetry is technically challenging as it requires measurements of all heat transfers including radiation, convection, and conduction as well as heat loss due to evaporation [@bib139]. Various isothermic and gradient-layer whole-room systems have been developed, with one of the most common systems consisting of a chamber surrounded by a shell space that is maintained at the same temperature as the inside of the chamber, and heat production is calculated by measuring the differences in air temperature and humidity between the inlet and outlet of the chamber [@bib138]. Besides the complex design of the chamber, other limitations also preclude direct calorimetry from being the mainstream methodology to measure energy expenditure. For instance, due to the non-negligible heat capacity of the human body and slow heat exchange as compared to respiratory gas exchange, whole-room direct calorimetry is not able to detect acute changes in energy expenditure (e.g. TEF). The need to confine respondents in a small space also limits its applicability in study protocols.

Recent advances in wearable technology have led to renewal interest in direct calorimetry to measure energy expenditure with improved portability. Armband-like devices have been developed to detect skin temperature, heat flux, and evaporative heat loss from the skin\'s surface to estimate energy expenditure continuously over extended periods of time [@bib140], [@bib141]. The greatest advantage is that they overcome the problem of measuring inhale and exhale gas composition for indirect calorimetry so they are more user-friendly in free-living conditions. Initial trials showed that these devices accurately estimated energy expenditure (validated against indirect calorimetry), although ambient temperatures outside the thermoneutral zone and intense physical activity appeared to affect the accuracy of energy expenditure measures [@bib140], [@bib142], [@bib143].

4.3. Indirect calorimetry {#sec4.3}
-------------------------

Rather than measuring the actual heat production, indirect calorimetry assesses energy expenditure by calculating the amount of energy released when energy substrates are oxidized. Weir [@bib144] proposed that total heat output \[kcal\] = 3.9 × oxygen used \[L\] + 1.11 × carbon dioxide produced \[L\] and therefore energy expenditure can be estimated by relatively simple measurements of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production with the assumption of energy balance and negligible anaerobic respiration.

Indirect calorimetry is most commonly used to assess energy expenditure in clinical research settings primarily due to the advantages of continuous energy expenditure measurement with high accuracy and precision, as well as flexibility of equipment design to suit various experimental settings [@bib145]. The ratio of oxygen consumption to carbon dioxide production in indirect calorimetry also informs on carbohydrate and fat oxidation. It is common to derive protein oxidation data from 24-h urine output in order to gain insight into the balance of macronutrient utilization.

### 4.3.1. Whole-room respiratory chamber {#sec4.3.1}

Using indirect calorimetry to measure TDEE in whole-room respiratory chamber was first pioneered by the laboratory of Jéquier in Lausanne [@bib146] and in the Dunn Clinical Nutrition Centre in Cambridge [@bib147] since the late 1970s. A modified design of the chamber was described by Ravussin and colleagues [@bib148] and has been widely adopted in metabolic research facilities across the world, which typically involves inputs of air with constant or known gas composition into an air-tight chamber and continuous sampling of the outflowing air that is either dried or have water vapor pressure measured to allow accurate measurement of oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations using mass spectrometer, paramagnetic, or infrared analyzers [@bib145].

Whole-room respiratory chambers allow continuous measurement of TDEE up to several days [@bib149]. These chambers are also used to assess TEF, although how this should be calculated remains debatable. Schutz and colleagues [@bib150] proposed that in a thermoneutral environment, TEF can be derived by subtracting basal metabolic rate from the intercept of the linear regression between total energy expenditure and physical activity (i.e., energy expenditure at zero activity). Other attempts to assess TEF include using the difference in TDEE between fed and fasted states or the 24-h resting energy expenditure above SMR [@bib151] or a mathematical modeling approach that estimates TEF using raw data from a 24-h indirect calorimetry measures in the respiratory chamber [@bib152]. All of these, however, are shown to have very low reproducibility, with intra-individual coefficient of variations reported to be as high as 43% [@bib148]. Limited consensus in how TEF is mathematically defined, variability in measuring the components for calculations, as well as day-to-day biological variation in postprandial processing of nutrients, all contribute to TEF being the most difficult component of daily energy expenditure to measure [@bib52], [@bib151].

### 4.3.2. Metabolic carts {#sec4.3.2}

Measuring RMR using metabolic carts [@bib153] and in combination with an estimated physical activity level [@bib154] provide some estimate of TDEE that is feasible in most clinical research settings. In contrast to whole-room respiratory chambers that confer considerable limitations in study protocols, metabolic carts use a facemask, mouthpiece, hood, or canopy to capture exhaled gas, which is connected to analyzers mounted on mobile carts. The smaller "dead space" in the ventilation system improves response time in the measurement (from ∼5--30 min for a chamber system to ∼1--2 min for a hood or canopy to \<30 s for a mask or mouthpiece) [@bib145]. The set up and operation of these metabolic carts are substantially more user-friendly compared to chambers, although respondent mobility is largely limited and thus these systems are only applicable in studies that last up to a few hours. A portable calorimeter that has the gas analyzer and power supply in a backpack is the indirect calorimetry system most applicable in free-living conditions, but the device remains cumbersome and the power supply limits recording time [@bib155].

4.4. Doubly labeled water {#sec4.4}
-------------------------

Using doubly labeled water (DLW) to measure energy expenditure in humans was first described by Schoeller and van Santen [@bib156] in 1982; since then, it has become the gold standard for measuring long-term free-living energy expenditure. The principles, assumptions, and calculations underlying the measurement of energy expenditure using DLW were detailed elsewhere [@bib157], [@bib158]. Briefly, when dosed with water containing known amounts of non-radioactive isotopes of hydrogen (^2^H; deuterium) and oxygen (^18^O), these isotopes equilibrate with hydrogen and oxygen in the body water, and, subsequently, ^2^H exits the body as water, and ^18^O exits the body as both water and carbon dioxide. Turnover rates of ^2^H and ^18^O are determined by quantifying isotope concentrations in body fluids (most commonly urine) using mass spectrometry. The differential disappearance of the two isotopes provides a measure of carbon dioxide production. When this is used in combination with the average respiratory quotient during the study period (measured by indirect calorimetry or approximated by food quotient), the ratio of carbon dioxide production and oxygen consumption allows the calculation of energy expenditure. Typically DLW can be used to measure TDEE over 4--21 days, with spot urine samples collected immediately prior to dosing and daily or weekly thereafter depending on the duration of the study period to estimate the rate of isotope elimination [@bib159], [@bib160].

The relative ease of administering DLW and the highly sensitive techniques of quantifying isotopes (albeit at a high cost) minimize measurement error and make it the gold standard for measuring energy expenditure in free-living conditions. Importantly, without the limitations of confined space or gaseous sampling attachment, DLW remains as the only tool for assessing energy expenditure in true free-living conditions and thus is ideal for a wide array of applications in particularly those that involve physical activity. The use of the DLW protocol also extends to validation of dietary or exercise assessment techniques, as well as the measurement of total body water, water turnover, and body composition given the assumption of the hydration of fat-free mass [@bib161]. Using DLW to assess energy expenditure, of course, is not without its limitations. Numerous assumptions involved in the calculations may compromise validity of the measurements [@bib162], [@bib163]; time-course energy expenditure data are not possible, and there is no information on the nature and intensity of physical activity [@bib48]. Finally, the cost of isotopes, access to the equipment and expertise to perform isotope-ratio mass spectrometry limit the availability of the DLW methodology in metabolic research facilities and clinical setting.

4.5. Non-calorimetric techniques {#sec4.5}
--------------------------------

### 4.5.1. Physical activity log and kinematic measurements {#sec4.5.1}

Physical activity log and kinematic measurements are commonly used in clinical research due to their low costs, non-invasiveness, and relative ease of administration. An activity log requires respondents to log all physical activities over a period of time (e.g. 7 days). Activity energy expenditure is then calculated by multiplying the energy equivalent for the activities (usually estimated using predictive equations [@bib164] but ideally measured using calorimeters) with the time spent in each activity. Kinematic measurements provide an objective record of physical activity. In confined space, such as a whole-room respiratory chamber, radar tracking reports the percentage of time during which the respondent is moving [@bib165]. Movement of free-living individuals is typically measured using pedometers and accelerometers. Pedometers detect vertical acceleration of the hips during ambulation and report the data as an accumulated step count but are not able to indicate patterns and intensity of physical activity [@bib166], whereas accelerometers detect body displacement, with uniaxial accelerometers in one axis and triaxial accelerometers in three axes. Time-course activity counts are then translated into activity duration in pre-specified intensity categories [@bib167]. Extrapolating these movement data to estimation of energy expenditure, however, is not always practical and has been shown to introduce significant errors. There have been attempts to develop regression equations to predict activity energy expenditure from accelerometer activity counts, but the equations have to be device- and activity-specific, and validation in the laboratory setting limits generalizability to free-living conditions, with reports of underestimating 24-h activity energy expenditure up to 59% when compared to DLW [@bib168], [@bib169]. The complex relationship between movement and energy expenditure, which needs to take into account variables like gender, age, body mass, and efficiency of movement, may indeed implicate that there is no simple solution to accurately predicting energy expenditure from any kind of physical activity measurements [@bib166].

### 4.5.2. Heart rate and ventilation monitoring {#sec4.5.2}

Heart rate has long been considered a surrogate marker of physical activity level and thus an attractive physiological variable to inform on energy expenditure. Except during very low and very high exercise intensities, there is a significant linear correlation between heart rate and the rate of oxygen consumption (VO~2~), which can then be extrapolated to predictions of energy expenditure or metabolic rate [@bib170]. The slope of this heart rate-VO~2~ relationship, however, varies considerably across individuals at least partly due to age, sex, aerobic fitness, and movement efficiency. Thus, an individualized calibration procedure is required to use heart rate to predict energy expenditure. Typically, this involves measuring heart rate, VO~2~, and VCO~2~ (using a metabolic cart) during a series of workload with progressive intensity from light to strenuous levels, and a regression line of heart rate and energy expenditure is developed for each individual [@bib171]. The known physiological differences between exercises (a good example here is running vs cycling) [@bib172] have led to attempts to derive predictive equations specific to exercise regimens [@bib171], [@bib173], but there are questions about the feasibility of such a highly specific approach. A general consensus is that heart rate provides a reasonable estimate of energy expenditure at a group level but with limited accuracy at individual estimations [@bib170]. Further, under circumstances like very low energy expenditure level (where slight movements increase heart rate but VO~2~ remain almost unchanged) or intermittent exercise (where there is a lag in heart rate response to changes in work rate), the assumption of a linear heart rate-VO~2~ relationship no longer applies [@bib170]. Finally, heart rate measures are often affected by significant loss of data points.

Based on similar principles of the VO~2~-energy expenditure relationship, some argue for ventilation as a better surrogate marker of energy expenditure, with the advantage of ventilating variables (as compared to heart rate) are less sensitive to physical and mental stress that can significantly confound energy expenditure prediction [@bib174]. As early as the 1950s, a linear relationship between ventilation and energy expenditure had been established that spans across the majority of everyday life activities [@bib175]. Spirometry remains the gold standard but in clinical setting ventilation measurement usually involves placing sensors on the body surface to detect movements of the chest and abdominal walls to calculate variations of the volumes of thorax and abdomen. Technological advances in sensors to improve precision, accuracy in measuring ventilation, as well as wearability of the devices will be critical to expand the use of ventilation in metabolic research.

5. Conclusion: choice of methodologies is the key to success {#sec5}
============================================================

Chronic positive energy balance is arguably the strongest predictor of metabolic diseases. Decades of research have been devoted to understand how the system of energy homeostasis is perturbed, its metabolic consequences, and possible solutions to restore homeostasis. While basic science research using animal models and cell cultures has made great advancements in elucidating the complex array of molecular mechanisms underlying energy metabolism, translation of this knowledge into clinical benefits lacks significant progress. A key challenge here is to properly evaluate the effectiveness of interventions, including lifestyle modifications, supplementations, or pharmacological treatments, to provide feedback for further improvement. Currently there is an array of methodologies designed for measurements of various aspects of energy metabolism, each with its pros and cons. It is imperative to understand the relative merits of each methodology in order to choose the most appropriate ones for the research ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Further, it is critical to develop new methodology to measure energy intake with the accuracy and precision like DLW has been for energy expenditure.

When choosing methodologies, one has to be aware that the "gold standards" are not necessarily the most appropriate for a particular research question. The following are a few important things to consider [@bib176], [@bib177], [@bib178]: 1) required precision and accuracy -- e.g. what is the expected coefficient of variation of the variables to be measured? Are the data used at the group or individual level? 2) Practicality -- e.g. how much time and cost are involved for both researchers and respondents? What are the logistical constraints? 3) Quality of data -- e.g. is the methodology going to impose a learning effect and/or participant burden that will increase the risk of an altered response? While no methodology is perfect under all circumstances, using a combination of complementary measurements may be useful to overcome some of the shortfalls. For example, at Pennington Biomedical we are among the first to routinely use both DLW and indirect calorimetry to assess energy expenditure, which allows simultaneous measurement of free-living energy homeostasis and insights into components of energy expenditure and substrate utilization [@bib8], [@bib179], [@bib180]. When assessing dietary intake, it is common to use at least two assessment tools and cross-validate the response, e.g. generate correlation and calibration coefficients from 24-h food recall or weighed food records to validate FFQs [@bib68], [@bib96].

In this review article, we provide information on the utility and limitations of methodologies that are commonly used in obesity research, with a specific focus on those that quantify energy intake and expenditure. We encourage researchers to think critically when designing clinical trial protocols, selecting methodologies that provide the best possible answer to the specific research question(s) without compromising the overall quality of the work.
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![Illustration of energy balance and metabolic adaptation. When energy intake equals to total energy expenditure, a state of energy equilibrium is reached, and the body weight stays at the usual set-point. When energy intake exceeds or falls below the level required to maintain the usual body weight, energy expenditure no longer matches the intake (indicated by the gray shaded area), with expenditure exceeding intake in positive energy balance and the reverse for negative energy balance. Most of this difference is explained by changes in energy cost of physical activity associated with a different body mass and thermic effect of food. Metabolic adaptation refers to the phenomenon in which energy expenditure is adjusted independent of metabolic mass, possibly via altered mitochondrial dynamics, as a potential mechanism to restore body weight to the usual set-point.](gr1){#fig1}
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###### 

Summary of methods to assess energy intake.

Table 1

  Method                                            Duration of use                                                                             Accuracy & precision                                                                           Cost                                                                                                                            Advantages                                                                                                                                             Limitations
  ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Food recall                                       1 day                                                                                       Interviewer-dependent[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}                                        Low                                                                                                                             Easy to administer, suitable for assessing short-term dietary interventions                                                                            Low representability, labor-intensive analysis[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Food diary                                        3--7 days                                                                                   Low due to under-reporting and mis-quantifying food intake[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}   Low                                                                                                                             Easy to administer, suitable for assessing short-term dietary interventions                                                                            Participant burden, labor-intensive analysis[a](#tbl1fna){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Food frequency questionnaire                      3--12 months                                                                                Low due to "non-memory-based" response                                                         Low (develop in-house) to moderate (use commercially available questionnaire)                                                   Easy to administer, suitable for epidemiological studies and ranking individuals, can be tailored for specific populations, nutrients or food groups   Less accurate for absolute intake estimation
  Observed intake                                   Flexible                                                                                    High with food weighing                                                                        Low                                                                                                                             Tightly controlled environmental factors                                                                                                               Creates less realistic eating behavior, repetitive testing alters "real" intake
  Biomarkers                                        Hours to days for nutrient/metabolite turnover, months for biomarker abundance in tissues   High                                                                                           High                                                                                                                            Objective and unbiased, high specificity                                                                                                               Limited well-validated markers, often requires invasive sampling (e.g. blood draw), confounded by respondent characteristics
  Mathematical modeling and intake-balance method   Flexible                                                                                    Limited due to multiple assumptions in modeling                                                Low (based on demographics and anthropometry) to high (based on precise body composition and energy expenditure measurements)   Objective and unbiased, ongoing tracking allows real-time assessment of intake                                                                         Labor-intensive for body composition and energy expenditure measurements, no consumption data on specific nutrients

Possible improvements with computer-, internet- or image-assisted technology.

###### 

Summary of methods to measure energy expenditure (EE).

Table 2

  Method                           Duration of use         Accuracy & precision                                                                      Cost                                           Advantages                                                                                         Limitations
  -------------------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Direct calorimetry               Hours to several days   High except with intense physical activity or temperature outside the thermoneutal zone   High due to equipment set up and maintenance   Direct measure of heat production, complete control of environmental factors                       Technically demanding, unable to detect acute changes, respondent restricted to confined space
  Whole-room respiratory chamber   Hours to several days   High                                                                                      High due to equipment set up and maintenance   Real-time minute-by-minute data, allow measurement of components of EE and substrate utilization   Technically demanding, respondent restricted to confined space
  Metabolic cart                   Hours                   High for resting metabolic rate, moderate when estimating total daily EE                  Moderate                                       Quick response time, easy to operate, feasible in clinical setting                                 Restricted respondent mobility
  Doubly labeled water             4--21 days              High                                                                                      High due to isotope cost                       Gold standard in free-living conditions, applicable to wide range of protocols                     No time-course data, unable to differentiate components of EE
  Physical activity log            3--7 days               Low due to significant errors in extrapolating activity data to EE estimation             Low                                            Easy to administer                                                                                 Participant burden may compromise data quality
  Kinematic measurements           Flexible                Low due to significant errors in extrapolating movement data to EE estimation             Low to moderate                                Easy to administer, objective and unbiased                                                         Pedometers provide no data on patterns and intensity of physical activity
  Heart rate monitoring            Flexible                Moderate at a group level, low at individual estimations                                  Low to moderate                                Easy to administer, objective and unbiased                                                         Requires individualized calibration, significant loss of data points
  Ventilation monitoring           Hours                   Low to moderate                                                                           Low to moderate                                Less sensitive to physical and mental confounders                                                  Low applicability in free-living conditions
